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United States District Court,
E.D. Texas, Tyler Division.
i4i LIMITED PARTNERSHIP and Infrastructures for Information, Inc,
Plaintiffs.
v.
MICROSOFT CORPORATION,
Defendant.
No. 6:07CV113
May 7, 2009.

Samuel Franklin Baxter, McKool Smith, Marshall, TX, Andrew Thompson Gorham, Charles Ainsworth,
Robert Christopher Bunt, Robert M. Parker, Parker Bunt & Ainsworth, P.C., Tyler, TX, Douglas A. Cawley,
Jeffrey A. Carter, Jennifer Lynn Henry, Jill Frances Lynch, John Austin Curry, Jonathan Randy Yim, Martin
C. Robson, III, Mike McKool, Jr., Thomas Guy Fasone, III, McKool Smith, Dallas, TX, Erick Scott
Robinson, Friedman Suder & Cooke, Fort Worth, TX, Gretchen Kristen Harting, John Bruce Campbell, Jr.,
Kevin Lee Burgess, Travis Gordon White, McKool Smith, Austin, TX, Thomas John Ward, Jr., Ward &
Smith Law Firm, Longview, TX, for Plaintiffs.
Matthew Douglas Powers, Weil Gotshal & Manges, Redwood City, CA, Amber Hatfield Rovner, Cabrach
J. Connor, Isabella Fu, Todd S. Patterson, Weil Gotshal & Manges, Austin, TX, Andrew Culbert, Isabella
Fu, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, Ariane Nicole Newell, David Jason Lender, Lucy Muzzy, Paul
E. Torchia, Steven Kalogeras, Weil Gotshal & Manges, New York, NY, Eric Hugh Findlay, Roger Brian
Craft, Findlay Craft, Tyler, TX, Norma N. Bennett, Fish & Richardson PC, Houston, TX, for Defendant.
SUPPLEMENTAL CLAIM CONSTRUCTION OPINION
LEONARD DAVIS, District Judge.
After a claim construction hearing, the Court previously construed "metacode map distinct storage means,"
"metacode storage means," and "distinct map storage means" as "a portion of memory for storing a
metacode map." The Court also previously construed "mapped content distinct storage means" and "mapped
content storage means" as "a portion of memory for storing mapped content." At the time, the parties
disputed whether distinct storage requires storage in a separate file. In resolving that dispute, the Court
stated
In total, the statements, in light of the specification, require the claimed computer system or method to
differentiate between the stored metacode map and mapped content. In such a situation, different processes
and users could edit the metacode map and mapped content independently and without access to both the
metacode map and mapped content. Whether the computer system or method requires the metacode map
and mapped content to be stored in separate files depends on a computer's operating system and how a
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program interfaces with the operating system to access and store data.
Memorandum Opinion and Order, Docket No. 111 at 16. The parties now dispute whether the ability to edit
the metacode map and mapped content independently is a claim limitation. Both parties contend the Court
previously ruled in their favor on this issue. Microsoft moves the Court to affirm and clarify its previous
constructions by construing the "distinct map storage means" terms to mean "a portion of memory for
storing a metacode map, wherein the metacode map may be edited independently and without access to the
mapped content." Similarly, Microsoft moves the Court to clarify its construction of the "mapped content
storage means" terms by adding "wherein the mapped content may be edited independently and without
access to the metacode map" to the Court's original construction.
Microsoft's current proposed construction is nearly identical to its construction that the Court rejected during
the claim construction process. At claim construction, Microsoft argued the terms were governed by 35
U.S.C. s. 112, para. 6 and the function included the limitation that the "metacode map [mapped content] can
be edited directly without having access to the mapped content [a corresponding metacode map]." At claim
construction, the Court recognized the ability to "edit the metacode map and mapped content independently
and without access to both the metacope map and mapped content" is a benefit of differentiating between
the stored metacode map and mapped content, but in not adopting this limitation in its construction of the
terms, the Court rejected it. Microsoft's expert now relies on that acknowledged benefit to bolster
Microsoft's non-infringement position. The Court's language-"could edit"-was clearly permissive and did
not imply a claim limitation. While the Court often does resolve claim scope disputes in its opinion that
may not be reflected in the actual construction, the Court's opinion must be read as a whole and taking a
single statement out of context is not appropriate.
The invention described in the '449 patent is "based on the practice of separating encoding conventions from
the content of a document .... the metacodes of the document are separated from the content and held in
distinct storage in a structure called a metacode map, whereas document content is held in a mapped
content area." Col. 4:4-10. "Thus, these structures completely replace the concept of a document which
combines content with embedded codes." Col. 4:21-22.
The invention described in the '449 patent has "a number of benefits over documents combining content
with embedded codes. Most of the benefits flow from the fact that the invention recognizes the separateness
of content and structure." Col. 6:18-21. One benefit is that the same content may be used for multiple
purposes without having to create multiple documents or edit multiple documents when the content changes.
Col. 6:26-35, 40-43, 60-67-7:5. Other benefits are the ability to work solely on metacodes or solely on
content. Col. 7:6-14, 17-20. The invention also allows for efficient storage of multiple versions because
multiple copies of encoded documents do not need to be stored. Col. 7:26-40. Additionally, the invention
allows document operations to be more efficient. Col. 7:41-49. The patent goes on to describe other benefits
of the invention as well. Col. 7:50-65.
Microsoft focuses on one benefit of the invention and contends that benefit should be a claim limitation.
Had the inventors intended that the ability to manipulate the content and structure be a limitation, they could
have drafted the claims expressly requiring that limitation. They did not. Further, Microsoft's proposed
limitation is belied by Figure 9 and Column 14:64-15:5, which describe reading changes to the mapped
content to update the related metacode maps.
Accordingly, the Court again rejects Microsoft's proposed construction. The ability to edit content and
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structure separately is not a claim limitation. As stated at the May 7, 2009 hearing, the Court leaves its
original construction unchanged.
So ORDERED.
E.D.Tex.,2009.
i4i Ltd. Partnership v. Microsoft Corp.
Produced by Sans Paper, LLC.
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